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Getting to Clarity 2021

Live and Virtually!



In this highly interactive program, you’ll
learn the 4 steps that increase your clarity of
direction in your career. You’ll discover how
to focus on the right opportunities, maintain
your momentum and results, all without
losing who you are and why you chose this
profession in the first place.

Mentoring is a powerful process, but it isn’t
always what you think it is. Discover the
subtle nuances of mentoring and how you
can put this powerful tool to work for you.
Get Clarity on all of the different methods
that can be utilized and walk out the door
with a plan to implement a mentoring
relationship that grows your career in ways
that you've never considered. 

Have all your routines been thrown out the
window? Does it seem like  success, as you
know it has evaporated? You’re not alone. In
this highly interactive virtual training, you’ll
discover techniques to deal with your stress
and anxiety, strategies to regain
productivity, and processes to calm the
chaos and start to feel confident as you
move forward in your career once again.

2021 PROGRAMMING

From Frustrated to FOCUSED: A
Road Map to YOUR Career

The Successful Mentoring Mindset:
Where Passion, People &

Performance Intersect

From Chaos to Calm: Strategies to
Navigate the New Normal Working

From Home
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Many people tie efforts to results, but it's
really about the right effort to get the results
that you deserve. In this virtual presentation,
you'll get the strategies to create an extreme
sliver of focus so you dedicate your time and
efforts to the right things, not everything.
You'll get the tools to take massive action
every day to build the momentum you want,
and the framework to keep your attention
on what matter's most - the outcomes you
desire. Create a deliberate and intentional
focus for the way forward in your career and
life!

Whether you own your own business or work
for a corporation —every aspect of
your professional life involves how you step
up, speak up, and show up with others.
Confidence and internal and external
communication skills are vital for you to
succeed but are you aware of what may be
sabotaging them? 
Confident communications is so much more
than the words you speak and navigating
your career or business is so much more than
the skills you have. Take charge of your
personal thoughts and experience the
professional results that you deserve!

CUSTOMIZED
PROGRAMMING

Step Up, Speak Up & Show Up

How to Create More Clarity and Focus on
What Matters Most
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"Debbie is masterful at asking thought provoking questions and challenging individuals to view things
from a different angle and seek opportunities in ways you may not have thought possible." Evan Krueger



Corporate Workshops
Virtual Webinars
Individual & Corporate
Masterminds
Corporate Retreats
Individual Coaching

Want More? Debbie also 
provides customized:

HERE'S HOW YOU
BENEFIT

01

Debbie Connects and Plays. She
loves to meet and interact with
your audience before, during, and
after the event!

02
She's Interactive! Debbie utilizes
questions, exercises, and group
breaktouts to illustrate her points.

03

She's actionable. Your audience
will walk out the door with tips,
tools, and techniques to keep the
learning and momentum going!
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...even virtually!

"With everyone working in the same house, I had the privilege of walking past my wife, who was listening
to your webinar, and I was drawn in with the practical tips you provided during your session." - Sam

Gorhamm DSL, MBA, PMP

A Partial List of Virtual Presentation & LiveStream Clients Include:
Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation
(DTCC)
Arthrex
NAICC
Mid Atlantic SAE
NEW Network of Executive Women
Olivet College
Paylocity

CREW - Commercial Real Estate Women
HBKS
CUES - Credit  Union Executive Society
WIT - Women in Technology
WIFS - Women in Insurance & Financial
Services
State Banking Associations
State Credit Union Leagues & Associations


